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Abstract. The inherent massive parallelism of self-assembly is one of
its most appealing attributes for autonomous construction. One chal-
lenge in parallel self-assembly is to reduce the number of incompatible
substructures that can occur in order to increase the yield in target struc-
tures. Early studies demonstrated how a simple approach to component
design led components to self-assemble into incompatible substructures.
Approaches have been proposed to reduce the number of incompatible
substructures by increasing component complexity (e.g. using mechani-
cal switches to determine substructure conformation). In this work, we
show how a geometrical approach to self-assembling target structures
from the inside-out eliminates incompatible substructures and increases
yield. The advantages of this approach includes the simplicity of com-
ponent design, and the incorporation of additional techniques to reduce
component interaction errors. An experiment using millimeter-scale, 3D
printed components is used to provide physical evidence to support our
geometrical approach.
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1 Introduction

Self-assembly is prevalent throughout nature, and is the basis of construction for
a myriad of complex biological structures [10]. Inspired by nature, self-assembly
is viewed as an enabling technology for the creation of artificial systems [12]. Self-
assembly is the autonomous organization of a set of components, in an environ-
ment, into structures without human intervention [16]. However, many aspects
of self-assembly require further investigation in order to apply the advantages
seen in nature to engineered systems, such as massive parallelism [9].

Parallelism in self-assembly can be exploited in two primary forms: (1) the
parallel construction of a single target structure, versus (2) the parallel construc-
tion of multiple target structures. In both cases, emerging substructures may be
incompatible due to binding mechanisms or geometry. In the latter case, a set
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of components that can self-assemble into a single target structure may not be
suitable for constructing multiple target structures due to newly introduced com-
ponent interactions [2]. For example, an intuitive approach to designing a set of
components that can self-assemble into a target hexagonal structure is to dissect
the hexagon into fundamental, triangular components [7]. This simple approach
is effective for self-assembling a single target structure in parallel. However, this
leads to incompatible substructures (e.g. with two and five components) when
constructing multiple target structures in parallel.

Furthermore, the latter case is connected to the yield problem, where the
objective is to maximize the number of self-assembled target structures and
minimize the amount of waste [12]. Reducing or eliminating the number of in-
compatible substructures that can occur during the self-assembly process is one
approach to improving yield [7]. Here, we present a geometrical approach to the
design of components that eliminates incompatible substructures from forming,
by directing the self-assembly process to construct a target structure from the
inside-out. The geometry of components in the context of parallel self-assembly
has already been considered [11]. However, in this study the focus was not on
the construction of target structures (with defined shape) and yield, but rather
on the construction of arrays of components (without defined boundaries).

The following section presents the specific incompatible substructure problem
of interest here, and methods for directing the self-assembly process to differen-
tiate our geometrical approach. Next, an overview of our geometrical approach
is provided, including the designs of components and their environment, in com-
parison to the simple approach. A description of an experiment follows, which
uses millimeter-scale components fabricated by a 3D printer. Components are
confined to the surface of a tray, and placed on an orbital shaker. Magnetism is
used to attract and repel components. The results show a statistically significant
difference between our geometrical approach and the simple approach, especially
as the number of potential substructures grows. We discuss several areas of im-
provement to our approach as future work. We conclude by summarizing how
this work provides physical evidence to support our geometrical approach to the
incompatible substructure problem in parallel self-assembly.

2 Background

The seminal work by Hosokawa et al. [7] is used to introduce the incompatible
substructure problem. Next, the proposed method for directing the self-assembly
process by Hosokawa et al. to address this problem is described. Three additional
methods to direct the process are presented to contrast our geometrical approach.

2.1 Incompatible Substructure Problem

An early work with the aim of analyzing the dynamics of self-assembling systems
was presented by Hosokawa et al. [7]. The target structure for their study was a
regular hexagon. The hexagon was divided into six equilateral triangles, serving
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Fig. 1. A triangle component with magnetic north (black) and south (grey) and a target
hexagon (a). An example of 12 components for 2 target structures in an intermediate
state with incompatible substructures (b) versus compatible substructures (c).

as the base-shape for the centimeter-sized components in their system. Each
mechanical component had two permanent magnets, with magnetic north and
magnetic south facing outwards on two separate edges (Fig. 1).

With magnetism used to bind components, vibrational energy was used to
mix the components. Components were confined to the surface of a rectangular
box. The box was oriented vertically, and rotated perpendicularly to its major
axis. Misaligned components, errors, could be corrected through component-
component/environment interactions due to the vibrations and gravity.

Substructures consisted of one to five components. It is impossible to have
incompatible substructures when constructing a single target structure, with
the exact number of components. However, when constructing multiple target
structures in parallel, incompatible substructures can occur (Fig. 1). Hosokawa et
al. calculated the probability of the five types of substructures binding together
[7]. Based on these probabilities, they were able to derive a master equation,
conceptually similar to chemical kinetics. Their analytical method was used to
both calculate yield and understand the dynamics of this system over time.

2.2 Directed Self-Assembly

To improve yield, Hosokawa et al. proposed an alternative set of components to
the simple, homogenous set of components [7]. The alternative set exploited con-
formational switching, a mechanism that changes a feature (e.g. binding mech-
anism or geometry) of a component based on local component interaction [13].
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The alternative set consisted of two types, seed and variable, components. One
seed component is required for each target structure. Permanent magnets of op-
posite polarity were embedded within two edges of a seed component. However,
variable components had two permanent magnets placed within their interior,
which would only move to the edge when a magnet of opposite polarity was
present in a neighboring component. The use of a seed and variable components
created an assembly sequence, and eliminated the formation of incompatible
substructures. One drawback was that the proposed seed components could self-
assemble, resulting in errors (due to magnetic binding and the triangular shape
of the components). Hosokawa et al. analytically showed how their conforma-
tional switching approach could improve yield over their simple approach [7]. To
the best of our knowledge, this system has not been physically implemented.

Additional designs for conformational switching and alternative methods for
directing the self-assembly process have been developed. Engineered proteins us-
ing ligand switches [4] and robotic modules using electro-mechanical switches [8]
have been physically implemented. Synthesized DNA using a nucleic acid switch
has been theorized [5]. DNA self-assembly using the abstract Tile Assembly
Model, leverages seed tiles, environment temperature, and cooperative binding
to direct crystallization [17]. Seed tiles with a larger number of binding sites
have been physically demonstrated to improve the yield of algorithmic crystals
[1]. Alternatively, the self-assembly process can be divided into time steps, and
the set of components at different stages can also be used to direct the process
by constructing target structures from the inside-out [2].

There are several drawbacks to theses methods. For the staging method, it
becomes an increasingly difficult task to prevent error interactions when increas-
ing the number of components and interdependent stages. Permitting binding
at one temperature and preventing binding at another is the biggest challenge
in physically implementing systems based on the abstract Tile Assembly Model.
Conformational switches are challenging to engineer, and as shown in the next
section, unnecessary for self-assembling target structures with basic geometries.

3 Geometrical Approach

We present our geometrical approach to the incompatible substructure problem
in parallel self-assembly. The core idea of our approach is that component ge-
ometry can direct the self-assembly process, as an alternative to conformational
switching, multiple environmental conditions, or staging. A variation to the sim-
ple component set, by Hosokawa et al., is used to contrast a component set
based on our geometrical approach. This change in geometry directs the target
structure to form from the inside-out, instead of the less versatile assembly path
generated by the conformational switching approach by Hosokawa et al.

Instead of a regular hexagon, a circle is used as the target structure. This
change in target shape reduces the contact surface area between target struc-
tures, decreasing the potential for interaction errors and improving the mixing of
target structures and substructures. It also allows for the target shape to remain
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constant, while being able to vary the number of components with regularity.
Scaling the number of divisions of the circle from three (minimum number for
incompatible substructures to form) to six allows for deeper investigation.

Mesoscale (micrometer to millimeter) self-assembly offers flexibility in design
and functionality that is unparalleled by molecular systems [15]. Millimeter-scale
components, fabricated by a 3D printer, are used in this work. The target circle
is 25 mm in diameter. Three types of components are used in this work, sector
(first, homogenous set), and disc and ray (second, heterogeneous set).

Sector components are similar to the simple set used by Hosokoawa et al.
(named after dividing a circle into equal subunits). Sector (S) components are
denoted by CS

x , where x ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}. Instead of embedding two magnets of
opposite polarity in the edges, one permanent magnet (polarity north) and a
ferromagnetic micro-screw are used (Fig. 2). This reduces misalignment errors
by up to 50%, in comparison to the simple component set by Hosokawa et al.

The design of disc and ray components are based on our geometrical approach
(named after sunflowers; ray flowers around the middle disc flowers [14]). Disc
(D) and ray (R) components are denoted by CD

x and CR
x , where x ∈ {3, 4, 5,

6}. A ferromagnetic micro-screw is used in each ray, and one permanent magnet
(polarity north) is used in each ray location in a disc (Fig. 2). As well, key-lock
shapes are used to reduce interaction errors [2]. Exploiting symmetry, discs are
not magnetically attracted and cannot misalign due to geometry, in comparison
to the assembly errors of the seed components by Hosokawa et al. The geometry
of these components prevents incompatible substructures from forming.

Sector and disc-ray component sets use identical circular tray environments
(similar to petri dishes). The dimensions of a tray include an inner wall diameter
of 118.55 mm and height of 6 mm. A tray is fastened horizontally to an orbital

a b c

d

Fig. 2. Abstract examples of CS
6 (a), CD

6 (b), and CR
6 (c), and the 8 types of target

structure with 3D printed components embedded with magnets and micro-screws (d)
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shaker, providing vibrational energy to the passive, mechanical components; a lid
constrains the components to the tray surface. Each tray accommodates 10 target
structures. The shaking speed and the tray dimensions are based on preliminary
experiments conducted by the authors. Complete physical specifications of the
tray, and the sector, disc, and ray components are provided in [3].

4 Experiment

The benefit of our geometrical approach will be shown by a statistically signifi-
cant difference in yield between the sector and disc-ray component sets. The null
hypothesis, H0, is that there is no difference in the yield of self-assembled circular
target structures between the sector and disc-ray component sets. The alterna-
tive hypothesis, H1, is that there is a difference in the yield of self-assembled
circular target structures between the sector and disc-ray component sets.

To test H0, 10 trials of this experiment are conducted. The dependent variable
is the number of self-assembled target structures. The independent variable is the
set of components. A trial is conducted for CS

3−6, and CD
3−6 and CR

3−6. Enough
components are provided to self-assemble 10 target structures. The control group
is the set of sector components and the experimental group is the set of disc-ray
components (subgroups denoted by CGS

y and EGDR
y , where y ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}).

The structure of all the components is made from a photopolymer resin, fab-
ricated using an Objet Eden 3D printer. Finishing the components includes
manually inserting permanent magnets and micro-screws. Four trays are used
in the experiment, in order to conduct trials in parallel. The base of each tray
is made from ABS plastic, fabricated using a Stratasys Fortus 3D printer. The
laser-cut tray lids are made from clear acrylic. A full list of the materials and
procedures for constructing the components and trays is provided in [3].

The four trays are fastened to an Excella E5 orbital shaker. At the start of
each trial, all the components in a subgroup are randomly placed into one of
the four trays (ensuring components are not initially aligned to self-assemble).
The shaker is turned on and set to 300 rpm. The shaker is turned off after
300 seconds. A complete description of the experiment procedure is provided
in [3]. At the end of each trial, the following four quantitative measurements
are recorded: (1) the number of self-assembled target structures, (2) the number
and type of compatible substructures, (3) the number and type of incompatible
substructures, and (4) the number and type of errors (misalignment and defects).

5 Results

Frequency histograms for the number of self-assembled target structures, for
the control and experimental groups, are provided in Fig. 3. The frequency his-
tograms show that the yield in target structures is not normally distributed for
both groups. Therefore, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney-U test is used to
test H0 [6]. The sample size, and median and mean number of self-assembled
target structures for the control group are 40, 7, and 6, for the experimental
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group are 40, 9, and 9. The calculated critical value, U, is 1,394. The difference
in yield between the control and experimental groups is statistically significant
(two-tailed test, p-value < 0.001). Therefore, we reject H0.

A deeper investigation illustrates the difference in yield and waste between the
subgroups, CGS

3−6 and EGDR
3−6. Here, waste is considered to be any substructure

that remains at the end of a trial. The first box-and-whisker plot shows the
interquartile range and the minimum and maximum number of self-assembled
target structures, yield, for each subgroup (Fig. 3). The second box-and-whisker
plot shows the interquartile range and the minimum and maximum number of
compatible substructures and incompatible substructures for CGS

3−6 (Fig. 3).
The third box-and-whisker plot shows the interquartile range and the minimum
and maximum number of disc-based substructures and the number of single ray
components for EGDR

3−6 (Fig. 3).
Notably, CGS

4 achieved a consistently high yield, and only had incompatible
substructures occur in trials 9 and 10 (substructures with 3, 3, and 2 components
for both trials). This high yield might be attributed to symmetry, but requires
further investigation. Trials 1 and 2 of CGS

5 did not have incompatible substruc-
tures, and instead had compatible substructures with 3 and 2 components for
both trials. For CGS

5 , trials 3 to 10 did not have any compatible substructures.
Only trials 2, 3, and 4 of CGS

6 had compatible substructures. The typical num-
ber of components in the incompatible substructures for CGS

5 and CGS
6 were

one less than required for the target structures. For trials 1−10, for EGDR
3−5, only

a single, unattached CR
3−5 prevented 10 target structures from self-assembling.

For EGDR
6 , trials 1, 5, and 6 had a single CR

6 each. Trial 3 had one CD
6 with one

empty slot and a second CD
6 with two empty slots (three CR

6 ). Trials 4, 7, and 9
had two CD

6 with one empty slot each (two CR
6 ). And, trial 8 had one CD

6 with
two empty slots (two CR

6 ). A larger sample size is required to directly compare
CGS

3−6 to EGDR
3−6. Fig. 4 shows examples from the experiment.

No misalignment errors were observed. Only one defect error occurred in trial
4 of EGDR

6 , where a magnet from CD
6 dislodged and self-assembled two CR

6 .
Despite this error, the difference in yield between the sector and disc-ray groups
is statistically significant. Even when increasing the number of components in a
target structure, we attribute this difference to our geometrical approach.

6 Future Work

We are currently investigating three extensions to our approach. First, we are
setting-up a camera tracking system to record the physical trials, in order to
conduct deeper analysis into the self-assembly process of target structures in
parallel. One of the shortcomings of the geometrical approach described here is
that it is restricted to a single layer of components. Second, we are investigating
new geometries in order to scale the number of components to additional layers,
and leverage the new geometries to autonomously stage the construction of each
layer from the inside-out. For example, more complex arrangements of multiple
permanent magnets can be used to selectively attract and repel a wider variety
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Fig. 3. (I) Histograms for control (black) and experimental (grey) groups. (II) Box-and-
whisker plot for the number of self-assembled target structures in 10 trials for CGS

3−6

(A-D) and EGDR
3−6 (E-H). (III) Box-and-whisker plot for the number of compatible,

CGS
3−6 (I-L), and the number of incompatible, CGS

3−6 (M-P), substructures in 10 trials.
(IV) Box-and-whisker plot for the number of disc-based substructures, EGDR

3−6 (Q-T),
and the number of single ray components, EGDR

3−6 (U-X), in 10 trials.
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Fig. 4. Example of incompatible substructures (2, 5, and 5 component substructures,
CGS

6 , trial 10; left), and of self-assembled target structures (EGDR
6 , trial 10; right)

of component types (i.e. components in different layers), while self-assembling
structures from the inside-out [2]. Third, we are considering new component and
environment designs in order for the components to move and self-assemble in
three spatial dimensions.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we presented our geometrical approach to the incompatible sub-
structure problem. The primary contribution of this work is that our approach
eliminates incompatible substructures from forming during the self-assembly
process. The secondary contributions of this work includes the reduction of
component interactions errors by combining a permanent-ferromagnetic binding
mechanism with the key-lock principle, and a physical experiment that produced
a high yield in target structures (even as the number of components increased)
while reducing waste. The evidence from this experiment supports our geometri-
cal approach to the incompatible substructure problem in parallel self-assembly.
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